Frequency-specific enhancement of the cochlear compound action potential: influence of the forward masker.
Under restricted frequency and intensity conditions, forward masking can result in the amplitude of the CAP being increased above its unmasked value (Henry, 1991). The present study provides a quantitative analysis of this enhancement effect. In response to forward maskers having the same frequency as the probe stimulus, central frequency (CF) enhancement varies as a function of the level of the forward masker: the lowest masker level at which it can reliably be detected is often well below the visual detection threshold of the CAP generated by the unmasked probe stimulus; the highest masker level at which it can reliably be detected corresponds to approximately 10 dB above the probe stimulus CAP threshold. A second low frequency (LF) enhancement region also exists, encompassing a narrow range of more intense maskers. CF enhancement can double the amplitude of the CAP, whereas LF enhancement is less pronounced. The magnitude of CF enhancement varies as a function of the duration of the forward masker, with longer durations generally increasing the magnitude of the effect. This duration effect, however, interacts with the level of the stimulus. Decreasing the interval between the end of the forward masker and the beginning of the probe increases the magnitude of CF enhancement.